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Africa– The Gambia  
Day 7 EYFS 

 Sing-along to ‘Seven Continents Song’ and ‘Five Oceans Song’ on YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K6DSMZ8b3LE . https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6BE4VcYngQ  

 Use 2 cups flour,1 cup salt and small amount of water to make a dough. Knead the dough. 
Have the children make circles and square shapes. Stick a small toothpick into the clay to 
make the hole.  Bake in oven at 225 degrees for 1 hour. Once cool, let the children use 
markers to decorate them.  Then, let the children string them into a necklace. You could 
make a bracelet using elastic thread.  

  

 Dance like animals in the savannah with ’Andy’s Wild Workout’ https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/

p06tmn8z/andys-wild-workouts-series-1-2-african-savannah  

 Can your child come up with their own dance routine to teach the family? 

 Listen to Sam Nixon read ‘Elephant’s Pyjamas’ https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b0853v2y/cbeebies-bedtime-

stories-569-sam-nixon-elephants-pyjamas  

 Using finger-painting can you create your own spotty elephant? 

 Can they name all the different animals on the worksheet provided? 

 Using saucepans, allow your child to make a beat with their new found drum kit. 

  For centuries many tribes have used rainsticks to summon the rain. Let the children fill pa-
per towel rolls with rice, beans etc. Cover the ends with a small circle of poster board and 
masking tape.  
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8.00-9.00 9.00-10.00 11.00-12.00 12.00-1.00 1.00-2.00 2.00-3.00 3.00-4.00 4.00-5.00 
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‘Seven Continents 
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make their own 
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Dance like animals 
in the savannah with 
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Complete the missing half of the picture 
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Name that animal 

Elephant                Rhinoceros              Lion             Zebra            Giraffe             Hippopotamus  
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DISCLAIMER: Website addresses are provided in this resource in order to offer additional information sources for teachers. It is not unknown for un-
scrupulous individuals or organisations to place highly 
unsuitable materials on websites to which children might have access. It is essential that teachers check the content of websites before allowing pupils 
to have access to them. In addition, although we try to suggest reliable sources, websites and the individual pages within them can sometimes be re-
moved or have their website addresses changed by their owners. LCP cannot be held responsible for other organisations’ websites which are removed 
or changed, nor for the content of such websites. 


